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Who needs to read this?
If you are a parent, you need to read this.
If your child is too young to know what the Internet is, you’ll be prepared when they are. If
your child only uses the computer or iPad to play educational games or watch movies,
you need to be educated so you can keep him or her safe.
If your child is old enough to be accessing the Internet independently, knows some
coding, or goes to school with peers who may be more tech savvy, don’t close this eBook
until you finish it.
Finally, if your kids are older—independent high schoolers, kids about to launch to
college, or maybe those who are entering young-adulthood—this is for you too. Your child
probably has some knowledge of the Dark Web and you need accurate information so you
can set boundaries and help your child learn to protect him or herself.

Who am I and why am I writing this?
I’m a parent of two school-aged children. I am also a child psychologist and I work with
kids spanning in age from 5-22 years. Recently, I started hearing about the Dark Web from
clients—rarely from kids who were on it, but from kids whose friends were talking about it
or who were curious after hearing sensational stories about what happens there.
I decided that I needed to do my research and find out about the Dark Web because I
want to keep my kids safe and I want you to be able to keep your kids safe.
What I discovered was terrifying beyond my wildest nightmares.
I wrote this eBook as a mom to share what I learned with other parents. I also wrote it as a
psychologist to provide a concrete parenting action-plan to help you keep your kids as
safe as possible when it comes to the Dark Web.
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FACTS:
WHAT IS THE DARK WEB AND HOW DO YOU GET TO IT?
1. The Dark Web is a completely anonymous network that your child
should not be on.
The Dark Web is part of the World Wide Web that allows users and people who operate
websites to remain untraceable. It’s different from the surface web, which is what you surf
on a daily basis to visit established sites such as Amazon, Google, WebMD, and your
child’s school website. Users of the Dark Web and people who establish sites there are
purposefully trying to avoid being identified. There is nothing your child needs to be
doing on the Dark Web and being there is risky at best and dangerous at worst.

2. You gain access to the Dark Web with an encryption tool (usually TOR,
short for “The Onion Router”).
Encryption tools, such as TOR, re-route each communication through a network of over
6,000 volunteer servers all over the world. Instead of relying on direct communication
where everyone’s location can be identified, encryption tools provide a network of
“virtual tunnels” so everyone remains anonymous. This means there’s no evidence of
the sites you visit and no one can identify your physical location (unless you are
careless…more on that later).
Onion routing—the concept of wrapping a users IP address in layers of encryption like the
layers of an onion—was developed by employees at the US Naval Research Lab in the
mid-1990’s as a way for operatives to communicate without being traced. TOR was
release to the public in 2004.

3. TOR should not be on your child’s computer.
Neither should I2P, Freenet, or GNUnet. These are all encryption tools your child can
use to access the Dark Web and place themselves in dangerous situations. Also, be on the
lookout for any addresses that end with “.onion” as these are sites on the Dark Web. They
are not places that your child or teen needs to be exploring.
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4. Anyone can download encryption tools and use them to get onto the
Dark Web…it’s free.
A simple web search will provide links to encryption tools. They are readily available
and there is no cost to download or use them. The TOR Browser Download is compatible
with Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux, and does not require additional software to run.

5. By the time your child is in grade school, chances are they can follow
the necessary steps to get on the Dark Web.
Once your child can read, follow instructions, and navigate basic computer functions,
they’re capable of installing encryption tools and accessing the Dark Web. Step-by-step
instructions on how to download the Tor Browser Bundle, which contains all the required
tools, are available online. A few clicks and your child can be connected. This can
happen right under your nose and it won’t look suspicious if you don’t know what to
watch for.

6. There are special directories kids can use to navigate the Dark Web.
If your child installs TOR, it will connect them to the TOR network. Then, there are a
variety of directories, like search engines, that can be used to find hidden services and
other unsavory opportunities. Some of the most popular directories are Hidden Wiki,
Deep Web Links, and the Uncensored Hidden Wiki.

7. Anonymity works both ways, so you can’t trust what’s on the Dark Web.
People and organizations that publish web sites and other services on the Dark Web using
encryption tools are also anonymous. They cannot be located or verified. While the
concept of people using false identities on the Internet is not novel, the difference with
the Dark Web is that nothing can be traced. If you are part of a scam on the Dark Web,
there’s nothing you can do about it. If someone from the Dark Web finds a way to hack
into your computer because they are more sophisticated than you are, you have no
recourse. The Dark Web is a dangerous place to be and it’s not safe for kids and teens.
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WHAT HAPPENS ON THE DARK WEB? IS IT REALLY THAT
BIG OF A DEAL?
8. The Dark Web is home to a host of illegal and dangerous activities.
Countless opportunities to get into trouble exist on the Dark Web and the individuals
offering these services and opportunities cannot be located. There are warnings on pages
that link to Dark Web resources stating things like, “If you're scammed or get yourself
into trouble, your recourse against the people you've dealt with is likely to be
limited at best,” and “All of these sites are completely and utterly uncensored—
there may be nudity, drug sales, weapon sales, scams, and other possibly offensive
content. It's not for everyone.”

9. Dark Web reviews that create a false sense of security.
Sites on the Dark Web that sell items or offer services often have reviews posted. Their
sites are visually similar to Internet merchants like eBay or Amazon. This level of
familiarity confuses kids and teens, leading them to believe that there’s nothing
illegal or dangerous going on despite the fact that they’re viewing customer reviews
for LSD, prescription pills, or handguns. The more your child or teens sees this and
accepts it as common place and normal, the harder it will be for them to recognize they
are involved in dangerous situations.

10. You can buy drugs on the Dark Web.
The “Silk Road” is perhaps the most notable Dark Web black market that sold many
illegal items including drugs. It was shut down by the FBI in 2013, but has since resurfaced
in different versions. As long as there are people interested in buying illegal drugs, there
will be a marketplace on the Dark Web that provides them.
Currently, web searches outline specific steps to take in order to find drugs on the Dark
Web. They first suggest extra privacy settings (using a VPN, or Virtual Private Network),
creating alternate email accounts, and accessing a PGP encryption tool (used to send
your address to the seller once you close a deal).
Next, specific search engines that kids and teens can use to find drug dealers on the Dark
Web are listed. These include Grams, DuckDuckGo, and Torch. Kids and teens find a
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store, set up an account, browse or window shop for their drug of choice, and order
it by paying with Bitcoin.
It’s suggested that drugs be delivered to a P.O. Box, but there’s nothing to stop delivery to
a residential address. This means that kids who don’t have access to a P.O. Box are giving
their home address—your home address—to organized drug dealers.

11. You can purchase counterfeit money on the Dark Web.
Counterfeit currency is available on the Dark Web. Interestingly, if you search the Internet
(surface web) for information on how to find counterfeit funds for sale on the Dark Web,
you will get more warnings and suggestions to stop in your tracks than you will for any
other type of illegal activity. Apparently, drugs and weapons are not considered as risky
as dealing in fake money. Also, there are a number of scams involving counterfeit money
and if your child or teen is involved, there is no recourse to collect the money they paid to
the dealer. Plus, once kids and teens have their hands on counterfeit money, they’re
a small step away from trying to use it, getting caught, and garnering the attention
of the United States Secret Service.

12. You can buy false documents on the Dark Web.
Reports of vendors offering everything from forged or stolen driver’s licenses and birth
certificates to passports and college diplomas or work certificates are common. While the
purpose of obtaining fake documents is probably much more sinister for adults seeking
these services (think terrorism and human trafficking), kids in search of fake IDs to buy
alcohol or gain access to bars and clubs may be lured to the Dark Web where these
items are readily available and can be delivered to their doorstep. Does the thought
of your teen ordering a fake ID and providing your home address to individuals that do
business with people who buy and sell sex slaves terrify you? Right, it’s not safe.

13. You can view pornography (including child pornography and acts of
sexual violence) on the Dark Web.
Please trust me when I say it’s bad. Just do a search on Peter Scully and you’ll learn more
than you ever wanted to know about his Dark Web pay-per-view videos of children being
sexually assaulted and abused. Look up “Hard Candy.” The Dark Web is a haven for
psychopaths who prey on helpless children and sexual deviants who thrive on violence
and victimization. These individuals are also lurking on the surface web, but the
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anonymity provided by the Dark Web allows for sharing of files and pictures without fear
of being caught and prosecuted. Sick, twisted stories are shared and your child or teen
needs to avoid these images and chartrooms, but must also stay off the Dark Web to
avoid being victimized.

14. You can engage with people offering criminal services, ranging from
phony bomb threats to murder-for-hire.
Having a day off is every kid’s dream, but paying someone to call in a bomb threat to
your school is a crime—a crime that’s at your fingertips on the Dark Web. A teen in
Florida was arrested for this in 2016. He, like many kids who may stumble onto the Dark
Web claimed that he didn’t mean any harm; he was just trying to see if it would work to
get him out of school.
Sites claiming to offer hit men for hire can be found on the Dark Web. While there is
controversy regarding the legitimacy of these operations, kids and teens do not need to
be viewing menus of various torture and murder options. Plus, many people suspect that
these sites feed information back to the authorities to try and catch wannabe criminals in
the act. Again, nothing your child or teen needs to be a part of.

15. You can purchase weapons.
Reports of Dark Web activity estimate that a very small percentage of transactions made
involve weapons since it’s not hard to get your hands on them in real life. That said, if
kids or teens are interested in these items, they are available. In June of 2016, a
Kansas man was arrested for selling firearms on the Dark Web using a site called Black
Market Reloaded. In 2014 a teen in England purchased a handgun and other weapons
materials through a Dark Web site called Evolution. He was planning a mass murder that
was foiled when a peer contacted police. The Dark Web weapons exchange was never on
the radar prior to that tip-off.

16. Hackers are active on the Dark Web.
Some hackers will take advantage of any opportunity to exploit your child or teen
because they have access to more sophisticated technology and are not afraid to use
it. On the other hand, hackers are offering to sell their services to kids and teens. For
example, you can purchase step-by-step guides on how to hack into school and university
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grading systems to change transcripts. This attractive quick fix is a slippery slope to
criminal activity.

17. Terrorist groups are active on the Dark Web.
Terrorists take advantage of the anonymity offered by the Dark Web. There are sites run
by al-Qaeda, Ansar al-Sharia, and Jaysh al-Islam and the Dark Web is used to exchange
information and money. As steps are taken to monitor and shut-down terrorist
activities on the surface web, more groups are being forced to the Dark Web to
conduct their business and recruit and organize new members. This is not company
you want your kids keeping.

18. There are many other reports of Dark Web experiences that your kid
doesn’t need to be a part of.
From gambling, including betting on fixed sports matches, to pranks that include
“swatting,” where you can pay someone on the Dark Web to report a crisis at a location of
your choice resulting in a SWAT team raid, you can find most anything that is illegal and
unsavory on the Dark Web. One Dark Web visitor reported coming across a detailed guide
on how to cannibalize a woman while preserving her life for as long as possible. There are
reports of suicide chat rooms (Sanctioned Suicide offers a place to discuss and find
support, but also a forum to find a way to end your life if you want to). This is a dangerous
place for a child or teen to be, especially if they are depressed and desperate. This is just
the tip of the iceberg. There are new dangers emerging all the time.

19. Bitcoin is the currency of the Dark Web, and your kids don’t need it.
Bitcoin is a form of cryptocurrency or virtual currency that is practically untraceable.
There are ways to purchase Bitcoin without identification and they can be traded
anywhere in the world. Bitcoin is not subject to government oversight and it is how most
illegal services and items are bought and paid for on the Dark Web. There’s no reason for
your kids to be dealing in Bitcoin, either on or off the Dark Web. Monero is another upand-coming cryptocurrency parents need to be on the lookout for.
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IS IT REALLY THAT DANGEROUS?
20. If you use the Internet (surface web) and search for information about
the Dark Web, there are many posts downplaying the dangers that exist.
Many sites minimize the risks that exist on the Dark Web. Worse yet, many individuals
offer what seem to be solutions to these dangers, such as additional privacy software or
alternation of computer settings. Like I said, the strongest warnings I came across were
deterring individuals from dealing in counterfeit currency. The purchase of drugs,
weapons, false documents, child pornography, and other illicit activities were discussed
as being much less controversial and risky. This is a dangerous precedent as kids and
teens are particularly vulnerable to the influence of others. Do not let the public opinion
of the Dark Web or its visitors shape your child’s opinion. Make sure your child or
teen fully understands that the Dark Web is dangerous.

21. You’ll also find “rules” to follow on the Dark Web, which create a false
sense of security.
These rules include things like:
Don’t trust anyone you come in contact with on the Dark Web.
Always cover your webcam using tape while on the Dark Web.
Never download a files or software from Dark Web.
Seek extra protection by changing your computer’s configuration or using a VPN,
Virtual Private Network).
• Don't use torrenting services—programs that allow you to share files while they’re
still downloading—while on the Dark Web.
•
•
•
•

22. Kids and teens who stumble onto the Dark Web because they are
curious or “just looking” are more likely to get into trouble than skilled
individuals who are using the Dark Web for sinister activities.
TOR’s website warns that their tool protects data sent through their network and states
that there are ways for sites on the Dark Web to identify the location of users despite the
encryption technology used. They recommend “protocol-specific support software” to
prevent sites from seeing identifying information. This means that unless your child is a
skilled and savvy Dark Web surfer, he or she is at risk and can be preyed upon by
individuals on the Dark Web who are far more sophisticated (and totally anonymous).
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23. Some people argue that the Dark Web is necessary in order to protect
digital freedom and prevent digital monitoring.
The TOR website speaks of many positive uses, such as improving Internet privacy and
security. They note that individuals use their network to circumvent censorship, prevent
websites from tracking their actions, and engage in “socially sensitive communication.”
In addition, they report that corporations, journalists, governments, and activist groups
rely on TOR and state that TOR protects users from “traffic analysis,” or monitoring of
communications over public networks. It is critical for parents to be aware of this
information and to recognize that accessing the Dark Web is not an appropriate way
for kids and teens to find or seek protection. Be ready to hear and then respectfully
disagree with your child or teen’s arguments if they cite these reasons for wanting to
access the Dark Web.
If you are concerned about your child’s actions on the Internet being monitored or
tracked, look into use of a VPN (Virtual Private Network), or consider limiting time spent
on the Internet (surface web).

YOUR DARK WEB SAFETY PARENTING PLAN
24. Your child, no matter how old, should not be on the Dark Web.
Now that you have this information, use it to feel empowered rather than scared.
Parenting requires you to acknowledge a host of terrifying possibilities and then take
steps to protect your children and educate them on how to protect themselves.
You know that the Dark Web holds nothing but danger for your child or teen, so set the
firm limit that no one in your household may access it. If guests want to be on the Dark
Web, they are not welcome to do so in your home or on your child’s devices.
If you have an adult child, the same rules apply within your home and while using
devices that you own.
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25. As soon as your child is allowed to access the Internet without
supervision, they need to know that the Dark Web is off limits.
For children in elementary school, make it clear that they cannot authorize any
downloads without your permission. Supervise them closely. Use software to help you.
Once your child is in middle school, it’s time to have a serious conversation about the
Dark Web. You want to provide your kids with facts before their friends offer
misinformation. Let your child know the Dark Web exists, it’s not safe (no matter
what other people say), and that they’re still not to download any programs without
your consent and oversight.
If your child is in high school, an open conversation is in order. You can provide more
details about the dangers of the Dark Web, but start by asking your child if they know
about it and what they have heard. Take their perspective to heart and let it shape your
conversation. If your child is fully aware of the dangers and has questions, you have a
great opportunity to validate their instincts and answer to the best of your ability. If your
child downplays the reality of Dark Web dangers, it’s still important to hear him or her
out. If you launch into a lecture your teen will shut you out immediately. Let your child
know you’re listening and that you value their opinion even if you disagree.
Then provide your point of view and explain the rules of your household:
No Dark Web.
You’re the parent. You set the rules. That’s non-negotiable.

26. Always Keep Webcams Covered And Audio Feeds Blocked.
Keep your child’s webcam covered. It’s the tiny pin-hole dot on the top of your child’s
computer, laptop, or tablet. It can be hijacked without warning and while this danger
exists on the Dark Web, it’s also something to consider while your kids are simply surfing
the Internet (surface web). Cover it and teach your kids to do the same.
Similarly, make sure the audio feed on your child’s device is blocked when not in use. This
is the jack that’s used to plug headphones into and the easiest way to prevent hackers
from accessing it to record your child without their knowledge is to find an old pair of ear
buds or headphones that don’t work, cut the connector off and keep it plugged into the
jack when it’s not in use.
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27. Talk to your child about what they do and see while they’re on devices
and keep lines of communication open.
If your child or teen spends any time online, it’s your responsibility to have an
ongoing dialogue with them about what they do there. Even if you’re not interested in
the details of every game, chat room, social media forum, or anime obsession, listen and
learn. Stay engaged with your child so you know their online preferences and understand
what they do with their computer time. You may be the only source of objective feedback
your child has because what they do and see day after day becomes normal and
acceptable. You are their compass and you will help them develop and learn to trust their
own instincts.

28. Know that while the Dark Web is truly terrifying, there are plenty of
dangers lurking on the Internet (surface web) that you allow your child
to use.
The Dark Web is a problem for kids and teens, but it’s not the only problem. The Internet
that your kids use with your permission while sitting on the couch, at the kitchen table, or
on their bed holds a host of inappropriate content, opportunities to get mixed up in
unsavory activities, psychopaths and predators using false identities to groom and lure
kids and teens, and discussions that would make our parental heads spin.
Be smart. Talk to your kids. Monitor their computer use and online activity. If you see
something that’s concerning, talk to your child about it and make sure they understand
the house rules in terms of where they can be when they’re online and what they can and
can’t do.

29. Make sure you and your child understand that a screen, once connected
to a server, is not a mirror…it is a window. Everything your child does,
says, types, searches, and clicks is being observed. Nothing on the
Internet is private.
Most kids and teens, and adults for that matter, have become so comfortable connecting to
a network and viewing a screen that it’s easy to develop a false sense of security. Sitting at
home or in a “private” space while browsing online feels safe, but the screens you look into
are not mirrors, they are windows. As long as your or your child is connected to a
network, there is the possibility that someone else is looking back at you.
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WANT MORE INFORMATION?
To join Dr. Stephanie O’Leary’s newsletter for the latest updates on parenting in
the real world visit www.StephanieOLeary.com
For opportunities to join in live Parenting Q & A sessions on Facebook LIVE, Like
Dr. O’Leary’s page https://www.facebook.com/CPintheRW/ and stay tuned
for updates. Sessions are currently offered on Tuesdays at 7pm (ET).
Get your copy of Dr. Stephanie O’Leary’s Amazon #1 Bestselling Book “Parenting
in the Real World” today http://amzn.to/2gWwJaZ

Listen to Dr. Stephanie O’Leary’s
talk on Internet Safety for Kids
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